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PmJER CONCAVITY OF SOLUTIONS 

OF DIRICHLET PROBLEMS 

AZan Kennington 

This talk consists of two items. The first is a simplified version of 

a concavity theorem. The second is an indication of how the result might 

be extended to a certain class of Dirichlet problems for degenerate 

quasilinear equations. 

Let Q be a bounded convex domain in lRn with n # 2. It was recently 

shown ([2]), under some complicated conditions on the positive function 

b: Q ){CO,''~) x -+ IR, that if uEC(Q)nC2(Q) is a solution to the 

problem 

Au + b(x,u,Du) = 0 in Q 

u = 0 on ilQ, 

then u is poPer concave. That is, is a concave function of :;: in Q 

for some, a > 0, The conditi.ons stated for b were inequalitil.?.s for various 

polynomiaJB of derivativeB of b. These conditions \Jere difficult to 

inhn~pr('lt, but have nm.J been cons.iderably simplified, as sho~m in case (7) 

of the following- ta.ble, ~o1hich :summarises po'"Jec results for 

various categories of function b. For any category C of function b, let 

a:0 CC) = inf {a E lR; (u(x )Ia is concave in Q} 

\Jhere the infimum is taken over a.ll b in C and all bounded convex Q, and 

(u(Y. )Ia is understood to mean log(u(x)l when a= 0" [Note: the above 

set of a is an interval, since if (ua-1)/a is concave, then (uB-1)/8 is 

concave for all 8 ~a.] 
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category of b(x,u,Du) Best concavity power ao 

(1)b=k>O 

(2) b = A0u, Ao > o 

(3) b = AUr, 0 < r < 1, A> 0 

(4) b = fCx), f/3 concave, /3 ) 1 

(5) b = f(x)ur, f/3 concave, /3 ~ 1, 0 < r < 1 

(6) b = h(u), h > 0, 0 <a\ 1, ua-1h(u) is 

decreasing with respect to u, and 

u<3a-1)1ah(u1la) is concave with respect to u 

(7) b = b(x,u,Du), b > 0, 0 <a ( 1, 

ua-1bCx,u,Du) is decreasing with respect to 

u, and uC3a·-1 )/db(x,ul/a ,Du) is jointly 

concave with respect to the variable Cx,u) in 

a - 1 
0 - 2 

a0 = o 

a0 ~ C1-r)l2 

a0 = /31(1+2/3) 

a0 1 C1-r)/31C1+2/3) 

The concavity powers indicated by a badger have been proved only 

for Q satisfying an interior cone condition. The last result in the table 

includes the other results as special limiting cases. Note that none of 

the above results give ao > ~· Indeed, if flu is bounded and aQ has a 

cone-like point of small enough aperture, then comparison of u with the 

1 torsion function for Q (case (1)), shows that ao ( 2• 

Now that a wide range of concavity results has been obtained for the 

Laplacian operator, the question of generalisations to other operators 

arises. The second item of this talk is a semi-conjectural outline of a 

possible short proof (three pages) of a recent result of Huisken ([1)), 

namely that a convex surface in mn contracting with a velocity 

proportional to its mean curvature will contract to a point. The "proof" 

proposed here uses a Dirichlet problem formulation rather than evolution 

equations for the metric of the surface. If u(x) denotes the time taken by 

the surface to move from its starting position on the boundary aQ of a 
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convex set Q to x, then it is readily shown that u satisfies 

~~here for q E lR, 

+ 1 = 0 in {x E .Q; Du t 0} 

u 0 on aQ, 

denotes the operator Lqu = llu + (q-2 f ar~d 

denotes the second derivative:• of u in a. direction normal to the level 

surface of u passing through x; that is, Unn 

Lq = A, and so a0 = ;. But \>!hen q t 2, Lq is 

uijuiujl'\/ul-2. For q = 2, 

in the sense that 

at a stationary point of u the discontinuity of Lqu can not be removed 

unless the Hessian of u converges to a multi.ple of the matri;,r (so 

that in some sense the level curves of u converge to spheres near the 

statior.ary point of u). 

If, however, UEC(Q)nC2(Q) is lmown to satisfy the above Dirichlet 

problem for q i 1., then the sfime methods used to obtain case (7) in the 

above table shmJ that Thus if solutions exiBt for all q > 1 

Hith a. uniform bound, then a Umit function 1~ill exist as q + 1 and the 

logarithm of thi.s function 'vJill be concave. This 1-Jould then imply 

Huisk<=:n's result. It remains only to show the existence of suitable 

solutions for q > 1, a task ~~hich may m~ may not be aided by the apriori 

power conc.:lVity of such solutions. 

The attra.ction of thi:=. attempt to duplicate Huisken' s result by a 

different method J.ie,s principally in the hope that the technique may 

provide e:dstence proofs for classes of Dirichlet problem generalisinc:r the 

above example. 
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